The magnitude of the future global warming is uncertain, but the possible dramatic changes associated with high temperatures have seen rising attention in the literature. Projections of temperature change in the literature are often presented in probabilistic terms and typically highlight the most likely ranges of future temperature under assumed emission scenarios. However, focusing on these high probability outcomes of global warming omits important information related to the threats of low-probability but high-impact outcomes under more extreme change. As such, we argue that the literature should place more emphasis on communicating the probabilities of extreme temperature change, in a way that is accessible to policymakers and the general public. The damage associated with climate change is likely to be non-linear with temperature, and thus extreme temperature changes may pose a larger risk than the most likely outcomes. We use a simple climate model to explore the probabilities of high surface temperature under business as usual emissions scenarios, given current knowledge of the climate system. In a business as usual scenario (A1FI) we find the probability of "likely" warming (central 66%) to be approximately 4.4˚C -6.9˚C in 2100 (above 1900 levels). However, we find extreme (>7˚C) warming to embody a notable portion of damage risk compared to this likely range.
Introduction

Background
While the potential damages are the ultimate concern, among policymakers, academics, and the general public, discussion on climate change is typically framed in terms of rising global mean surface temperature. This is because temperature is a key indicator of changes to the climate and it is familiar the general public. This is seen, most notably, in the warming limit of 2˚C supported by the European Union [1] and recognized by the Copenhagen Accord [2] . As such, strategies for responding to the climate change are informed in part by projections of temperature change in the coming century. However, the knowledge of the climate system is incomplete and faces compounded uncertainties [3] , and as such these projections usually take a probabilistic format, indicating the different likelihoods of particular temperature outcomes.
In many cases, such projections are developed via Monte Carlo-style experiments in simple climate models, capturing the uncertainty of key climate parameters such as climate sensitivity, aerosol forcing, ocean heat diffusivity and their impact on temperature change. Emissions scenarios are run in the model over many iterations with different combinations of these parameters. The particular parameter combinations are limited to those which successfully replicate historical climate change. The resulting set of temperature projections across all these iterations is then used to construct the probability density function (PDF) of temperature outcomes over time. A number of studies have generated PDFs of future global mean temperature change (and other outcomes) under alternative business as usual [4, 5] and mitigation [6] emission scenarios.
The central (most probable) temperature outcomes of such projections are typically the focus in the literature. Most notably, the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) Summary for Policymakers, presents a range of 1.1˚C -6.4˚C for "likely" warming to 2100 across several business as usual scenarios, where "likely" refers to the central 66% probability range [3] . Associated figures for these projections (e.g. Figure SPM .5 and 10.4 in AR4) also only show the mean values and ±1 standard deviation (σ) ranges. This may be for a number of reasons: a tendency to focus on what is known best, and/or the use of specific temperature targets to guide emissions reductions. Extreme temperature outcomes, which may have very low likelihood, are often not presented.
However, this paper argues that when communicating such analyses to the general public, the academic and summarizing literature should place more emphasis on the probabilities of extreme temperature outcomes, i.e. those with potential catastrophic impacts. The impacts of climate change are likely to be strongly non-linear with temperature change [7] . Furthermore, there is likely temperature threshold for some of the impacts of future climate change which can influence the humanity in different ways [8, 9] . This can either be related to tipping elements in the climate system [8] or related to damages to e.g. water availability or food productivity [9] . An increased focus on the extreme temperatures by the modeling community can play an important role in how society views and responds to climate change.
The next sub-sections details the scientific context of this paper, and discuss the limitations of how temperature results are typically presented in the literature.
Scientific Context
Driven largely by anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), global mean surface temperature rose by approximately 0.75˚C in the last century [3] . Future temperatures will depend on the emissions of these and other compounds affecting the radiative balance, as well as how the climate system responds to these changes [3, 10] . Uncertainties abound, and are compounded, when future anthropogenic warming is predicted.
Climate sensitivity, defined as the equilibrium change in the global mean surface temperature from a doubling in the CO 2 concentration, has large uncertainties and very high values cannot be ruled out [3, 11, 12] . Many climate feedbacks contribute to the uncertainties in the climate sensitivity and even small uncertainties in the feedbacks may be enlarged in the resulting climate sensitivity [11] . Furthermore, warming over the industrial era from anthropogenic greenhouse gases is likely masked by direct and indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols [13] [14] [15] [16] , which could imply a high climate sensitivity [17] .
As seen in the IPCC AR4 and other studies with projections of future temperature change, authors typically focus on the median or mean temperature changeswhich highlight the most likely outcomes of a particular emission scenario. Results for outer percentiles (highlighting the less likely, but more extreme temperatures) are usually available as well, e.g. the warming at the 1, 5, 95, 99 percentiles. Yet these are arguably not easily accessible to the lay-person, and generally do not make their way into the public understanding or discussion of climate change. More useful (and accessible) to the general public may be the presentation of probabilities of particular warming thresholds, which is easily extracted from the temperature PDFs. As an example, den Elzen and Meinshausen [18] highlight the probabilities of exceeding 2˚C warming under alternative stabilization scenarios. For example, they may serve to link a given emissions trajectory with the likelihood of staying below the targeted 2˚C limit.
Understanding and Responding to Risk
The first weakness of focusing on the most likely ranges of temperature projects is that they may mask the risks of extreme temperature from the public understanding of climate change. Of course, the information on extreme temperature outcomes is not necessarily hidden in the literature; the 90th and 95th percentiles, or the PDFs themselves, are often presented. Yet these are not generally presented to policymakers or the general public, nor are they likely to easily extract or understand them. Studies have shown that individuals need a high degree of information and context to judge and compare low probability outcomes [19] . More transparent and accessible communication of extreme results is essential for an understanding of climate change, and could bolster arguments for greenhouse gas reductions by putting threat in context.
Secondly, focus on most likely outcomes is arguably inconsistent with how societies assess and deal with the multitude of other risks they face. Catastrophic events such as aircraft disasters, nuclear accidents, and terror attacks are not most likely outcomes, but rather probability distribution outliers. The societal response to such risk does not neglect these outliers, but rather specifically target them with sometimes costly countermeasures such as safety requirements, security screening, and counterterrorism. As such, a key question in the literature has been how society should respond to climate change, and in particular account for the outlying temperature outcomes. This is notably relevant to the field of cost-benefit analysis, which while controversial, has been applied in numerous cases to climate change policy. Such analysis depends on expected utility (i.e. net of expected damage), and they have typically proposed more modest reductions in greenhouse gas over the coming century [20, 21] compared to those under strict warming limits. Recent costbenefit literature, however, has sought to explore the implications of uncertain and possibly extreme climate change and damage [22, 23] . In particular, in his Dismal Theorem, Weitzman [23] suggests that the probability density of extreme temperature change may not diminish faster than the associated (non-linear) damages-yielding unbounded expected damages. As such, these low-probability high-impact outcomes pose difficult questions for marginal cost-benefit analysis as (in this circumstance) they could warrant vast expenditures on emissions control, and thereby offer little guidance to the public or policymakers.
Furthermore, if society's approach to climate policy takes the form of hedging, this would require knowledge of both the likely and extreme temperature probabilities. A number of financial instruments are already in use (e.g. credit default swaps, option contracts) to hedge against loss or volatility, and additional instruments may be developed to insure against climate damages if particular thresholds are exceeded [24] . Alternatively, climate change hedging may take the form of emissions reductions targeted specifically at reducing the possibilities of reaching key (potentially catastrophic) warming thresholds in future [25] , or ensuring future climate targets remain within reach [26] .
Communicating Extreme Temperatures and Risks
Given its importance to society's understanding and response to climate change, how, then, can the probabilities of extreme temperature change be calculated and communicated by researchers? There is, of course, no one correct answer. Instead, we are advocating "good practice" among climate modelers: presenting both the likely and more extreme temperature outcomes of model projections, and seeking to do so in a way that is transparent and accessible to general public and policymakers. Several examples are discussed below, but this list is by no means exhaustive. A useful means of presenting extreme warming probabilities is to focus on the probabilities of exceeding key warming thresholds (e.g. the 2˚C limit). Anchoring the results to particular temperature levels is arguably more accessible to the layman than focusing on the probabilities themselves (e.g. the top decile warming range), as such temperatures can form the basis of particular climate goals or be associated with particular climate impacts to the environment and economy. This could include risks of species extinction, coral bleaching, reduced agricultural productivity under 2˚C -3˚C warming [27, Figure SPM .2]. This does not require the development of new methodologies per se, and in principle such a perspective could be applied in most of the existing probabilistic studies found in the literature.
Illustrative Modeling Exercise
As a means of supporting the above arguments, a modeling exercise is undertaken here to illustrate the probabilities of large temperature changes in 2050 and 2100 under alternative business as usual scenarios-the IPCC SRES A1B, A1FI, and A2 marker scenarios [28] . These scenarios represent alternative emissions trajectories that are unconstrained by climate policy under differing socio-economic and technological trends. The emissions scenarios are run in a simple climate model (SCM), in a "What's the worst that could happen?" examination of unabated greenhouse gas emissions growth and potential temperature outcomes of that growth [29] , and in particular the probability distribution of the temperature outcomes. The A1FI is the most "pessimistic" of the scenarios, with the highest cumulative emissions to 2100, although it appears to best represent recent global emissions trends [30] .
In line with the "good practice" highlighted above, alongside the most likely temperature outcome of these scenarios we focus on two aspects of the more extreme potential temperature changes: 1) the probabilities of exceeding key warming thresholds, and 2) the risks associated with extreme warming. While the methodologies are largely line with existing techniques found in the literature, our focus on the high temperature results is novel.
With regards to temperature thresholds, we explore the probabilities of exceeding 2˚C, 2.5˚C, and 3˚C warming (above 1900 levels) in 2050, and 5˚C, 6˚C, and 7˚C in 2100. The results are shown for various temperature thresholds since different temperature changes may be responsible for different impacts [27, Figure SPM .2]. Because these temperature changes are expected to yield damages to the economy and environment, they can be presented in terms of the risks that they effectively pose. In particular, we can compare the risks posed by the more extreme temperature outcomes (which may be less likely, but result in large damages) to the risks posed by the more moderate temperature outcomes (which may be more likely, but with lesser damages). In this exercise we do this by comparing each ranges' contribution (C) to the overall expected damages. This contribution is a simple representation of risk, and is defined as:
ΔT represents global mean surface temperature change, assuming some future emissions trajectory and time period. The variables p(ΔT) and D(ΔT) represent the associated probability density and climate impact damage; t 1 and t 2 are the temperature ranges of concern (e.g. extreme or most likely ranges). The CICERO Simple Climate Model (SCM) is employed [31] , used previously in several studies [32, 33] . This model simulates global mean temperature change by an energy-balance climate/up-welling diffusion ocean model developed by Schlesinger et al. [34] . Climate sensitivity and parameters which control the uptake of heat by the oceans, are set exogenously, which govern the climate response [35] . Historical emissions are taken from publicly available databases [36, 37] . Global mean concentrations are calculated from emissions data and radiative forcing is calculated using concentration-forcing relations from IPCC AR4 [13] . CO 2 concentrations are calculated using a scheme based on Joos et al. [38] . Where data is available, historical volcanic and solar forcings are included. The model has recently been used in another study where the climate sensitivity has been derived the historical temperature record over last century in a Bayesian framework [39] .
Two approaches are adopted to calculate the probabilities of surface temperatures changes. The aim is to mirror their parallel use in the literature, and demonstrate how methodological differences can impact the estimated probabilities of extreme outcomes. The first approach (labeled as "Feasible") employs a Monte Carlo experiment, running the scenarios multiple times under alternative model parameter assumptions, and constraining the results by historical warming observations. Alternative values of both climate sensitivity and aerosol forcing are sampled from assumed prior probability distributions, in a similar vein to other studies in the literature [4, 17, 40] .
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used with a sample size of 15,000. Prior probabilities for each parameter are broken into equal probability segments, with each segment randomly sampled only once. Values for indirect sulphate forcing (uniform distribution) and direct aerosol forcing (normal distribution) priors are taken from AR4 (Table 2 .12 in Chapter 2). The prior for climate sensitivity is assumed to take a Cauchy distribution based (in part) on earlier expert opinion [41] 1 . See Table   1 below for the listing of these assumptions. Historical El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), solar forcing, and volcanic eruptions are accounted for. Each model run is weighted by its replication of historical (1851-2005) global mean surface temperature observations [42] , assuming a first-order autoregressive model and normally distributed error [43, 44] . This weighting is then applied to these parameter combinations and the associated temperature projections via weighted kernel density estimation, to generate posterior probability distributions of these key climate parameters and temperature change outcomes. The results of this approach (both temperature outcomes and risks) are presented in the next section. The second approach (labeled as "Best Estimate") treats the uncertainties of aerosol and climate sensitivity separately. While it is not as comprehensive as the Feasible approach, it is seen elsewhere in the literature [18, 33] . The model is only run using most likely values for aerosol forcing; for consistency these are taken from posterior PDFs developed under the Feasible approach. The probabilities of exceeding each threshold are calculated via an "nverse lookup" of the posterior PDF of climate sensitivity (also developed under the Feasible approach). Specifically, the model is run (with best estimate aerosol forcings) iteratively to find the equilibrium climate sensitivity levels that yield each respective temperature threshold level. For example, it is found that a climate sensitivity of 3.0˚C will yield 2˚C warming (above 1900 levels) in 2050 under the A1B scenario. The cumulative probability (and thus the probability of exceedance) of this climate sensitivity level is then looked up on the posterior PDF. These Best Estimate model results are also presented and discussed in the next section.
Analysis of Modeling Results
Temperature Changes
Figure 1 presents probabilistic temperature change over the period 2000-2100 for the SRES A1FI scenario under the Best Estimate and Feasible approaches. The central 66% (likely) probability range and median warming in the A1FI scenario are approximately 4.4˚C -6.9˚C and 5.6˚C (above 1900 levels) respectively under both approaches. However, the central 90% range is notably wider under the Best Estimate approach. This is because it allows for combinations of high climate sensitivity and weak aerosol forcing (and vice versa) that would be rejected (i.e. given a low weighting) in the Feasible approach, as they would poorly replicate historical warming.
Probabilities of Threshold Exceedance
The probabilities of exceeding key temperature thresholds in 2050 and 2100 under the SRES scenarios is presented in Figure 2 . The first striking result is that 2˚C, a key threshold for the European Union and Copenhagen Accord, is reached with more than 55% probability in all these three scenarios in 2050. Under A1FI, the probability is approximately 90%. Concerns have already been raised over the adequacy of current commitments seeking to limit warming below 2˚C [45] .
For more extreme temperature levels in 2100, the results may be equally worrying. The probabilities of reaching 5˚C warming by 2100 are substantial-between approximately15% and 65% depending on the approach and scenario. Such a warming could have catastrophic consequences, and these relatively high probabilities need to be highlighted to the general public. The probabilities of reaching 6˚C and 7˚C under the A1FI scenarios of approximately 35% and 15% respectively show that even more extreme temperatures may be reached relatively easily (given the severity of potential impacts) under our current "business as usual" trends. The A1B scenario, which sees reductions in greenhouse gases after 2050 has much lower (or negligible) probabilities of these warming levels.
Associated Risks
As indicated in Equation (1) above, exploring the risks associated with temperature change requires assumptions about the relationship between temperature change (ΔT) and the consequent impacts (D(ΔT)). In the integrated assessment modeling literature, climate impacts are often represented by a damage function with the form:
It is a heavy simplification of the temperature-impact relationship, and we know little about the possible form and parameters of such a function. However, this particular functional form is common, having been used by e.g. Nordhaus and Boyer [20] and Stern [46] , and is useful in this context to illustrate our argument. For our example, D is given in arbitrary units, and can represent any manner of losses: global consumption, utility, human life and ecosystem loss. The scale term a may be calibrated using empirical data, but is assumed here to be unity. The exponent term x is typically set to 2 to 3 in the literature to capture the non-linearities of impacts. However, these are assumptions made on the basis of limited information about the impacts of climate change; lower and higher values (1 to 5) have also been explored [22] .
We combine the risk measure presented in Equation1 with the above damage function and our temperature change PDFs of the SRES scenarios. For the A1FI scenario, Figure 3 presents the risks associated with the likely and top quintile and decile temperature changes in 2100, under alternative damage exponents (x). For the typical damage exponents used in the literature (x = 2 to 3), the likely range holds the majority of the risk. However, the extreme tails also a large and important share of the risk (roughly 50% -75% and 30% -40% the size of the likely range risk). At higher exponents (x > 4), the risk associated with the top quintile overtakes that of the likely range 2 . This suggests potentially large risks are being missed under a focus of the central estimates of temperature change. The size of these risks depends on the shape of the temperature PDF and the damage function assumptions. If our temperature PDF had a "fatter" right-hand tail (i.e. higher likelihood of extreme temperature change), or if the damage function accounted for larger damages at higher temperature (e.g. irreversible singular events), the risks of extreme temperatures compared to the most likely outcomes would be even larger.
Caveats and Challenges
It goes without saying that we have not presented an exhaustive picture of how extreme temperatures should be discussed in the literature. A key hurdle remains with respect to how they can be calculated. The paradox, of course, is that we are advocating an increased focus on outcomes of which we are least certain. Probabilistic results will depend heavily on the applied model, methodologies and assumptions, and subjectivities. The hope, is that over time the literature will have developed a range of the probabilities of extreme outcomes, in the same way that "likely" ranges have been presented (e.g. in the IPCC AR4).
Neither have we offered a solution to how policymakers would then use such information to formulate a response. Individuals (and societies) are often poor evaluators of risk, particularly with respect to low-probability high-impact outcomes [19] , and policy responses to threats are rarely consistent. One example of such an inconsistency is the "One Percent Doctrine" applied by the Bush Administration towards terrorism, by which a 1% chance of a low-probability high-impact event (e.g. acquisition of nuclear bomb by al-Qaeda) was to be acted upon as if it were certain to occur [47] . It goes without saying that the Administration's climate change policy did not feature the same approach. Furthermore, alongside to the damage risks, we should in principle consider the mitigation risks; mitigation may turn out to be more expensive or disruptive than expected. Or there may be a policy overreaction with excessive (costly) mitigation. Such "action bias" is highly relevant to climate change given potentially emotional responses to what may be at stake [48] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we argue that for the general public's (and policymakers') consideration of climate change, the probability of extreme warming is key information that is often missing in the public debate. Extreme temperature change outcomes, even if they have low likelihood of occurring, pose a large risk compared to the likely ranges, which needs to be highlighted. However, the likelihood of these extremes has tended to be under-represented in the modeling literature.
The method outlined here can be improved by either physical parameters important for the simple climate model [49] or improved work on the radiative forcing time series [50] . However, the results outlined here can also be derived from a larger set of Atmospheric Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) or ensemble simulations in one AOGCM [12] . Thus, the main emphasis of this study on extreme temperature outcomes and associated risks can be derived by various methods and model complexities.
The extreme temperature probabilities can play a key role in shaping public attitudes to climate change and the development of responses. Knowledge of these extremes may directly inform the development of climate change mitigation policy, including those based on cost-benefit analysis and hedging strategies. We advocate for "good practice" among climate modelers to better communicate the probabilities of extreme outcomes alongside the most likely temperature ranges.
The paper supports these arguments using an illustrative modeling exercise to highlight the probabilities of exceeding key temperature thresholds by 2100. Under the SRES A1FI scenario in 2100, there is a notable probability (>60%) of exceeding 5˚C, whereas the central 66% probability range is approximately 4.4˚C -6.9˚C. Likewise the probability to exceed 6˚C in this scenario is 35% -40% and more than 15% to exceed 7˚C. What the results suggest is the surprising ease by which a business as usual can lead to extreme temperatures in future, a point that has been under-reported in the summarizing and scientific literature so far.
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